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ABSTRACT

Fror. the available nuclear data it appears that a

tritium breeding coefficient greater than unity can be ob-

tained in a thermonuclear reactor using the D-T cycle and

with a breeding zone consisting of a mixture of lithium

isotopes. However, the present inaccuracies in the nuclear

data may considerably influence tritium breeding and the op-

timum relationship between breeder and construction materials.

A fairly extensive program of neutron research in the neutron

energy range 7-1k XeV is therefore necessary. The main

feature of neutron measurements within this range is that

there are no monoenergetic neutron sources available. The

authors consider the possibility of using normal sources:

the reactions D + D, D + T, T + p. Measurement data are

presented on the continuous neutron spectrum in the reaction

T + p, which liTiits the use of this reaction as a source of

vionoenergetic neutrons. Neutron sources based on the use

of alpha particles and *4e ions are considered, and currently

available sources of continuous-spectrum neutrons are discussed,

It is shown that the optimum source of a continuous spectruv.

of neutrons in the required energy range is deuteron disin-

tegration at S,- 25-^0 "''eV. The authors consider which

nuclear constants can be used in continuous neutron spectrum
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1 . Introduction.

Thermonuclear reactors of the future require information

en the nuclear constants to solve tv/o basic problems: deter-

mination of the fuel characteristics in a plasma and rational

use of the penetrating radiation formed in fusion reactions.

Although the plasma parameters necessary for thermonuclear

reactions to take place have still not been obtained and a

means of obtaining energy from a fusion reaction has not

been chosen, there has already been wide discussion of dif-

ferent models of thermonuclear reactors.

An analysis of the contemporary state of data on the

reactions occurring between light nuclei in a plasma shov/s^

that the characteristics are known fairly completely only

for the d + d, d + t, and d + -He processes.

With rare exception, such as the ^He + d reaction,

all the fusion reactions, at least in one of the branches,

lead to the formation of fast neutrons. At the present time

it is considered that a plasaa cycle based on the burn-up

of an equal-component mixture cf deuterium and tritium is

the most easily attainable. In this primary reaction, neutrons

are formed v/ith an energy of about 1ij MeV. However, due to

the secondary processes, neutrons of even higher energies

can be r-resent in the plasma. In the plasma ar.d in the

materials surrounding the plasma the neutrons lose their

energy as a result of elastic a".d inelastic collisions,
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create significant fluxes of Y-radiation, breed a fuel com-

ponent used in fusion reactions which is lacking in nature,

create other isotopes, etc. It is necessary to know the

characteristics of the indicated processes, such as the angular

distributions of elastically scattered neutrons, the angular

end energy distributions of secondary neutrons for the pro-

cesses of inelastic scattering and the (n,, 2n) reaction, the

cross sections for the formation of Y-rays and their energy

spectra, the cross sections of the breeding reactions and of

the cor.meting processes, the cross sections of the formation

of different isotopes, and others, for a wi'e range of elements

and isotopes for the rational use of neutrons ,in thermonuclear

reactors.

The requirements for nuclear data for an initial stage

of study of thermonuclear reactors have been discussed in de-

tail in Tiefs. 2, 3> a^d 4. Although a certain part of these

requirements is in cordon with the requirements of fission

reactors, the significantly wider range of neutron energies

used in thermonuclear reactors introduces important new problems

in aeasurin* nuclear constants. Data on the interaction of

neutrons with different nuclei ara especially not sufficient

for the neutron energy region of 7-1^ -leV. At the s?̂ .e tine,

rr.oasureT.ents with neutron besras in this region are very cor:-

-licatea. A characteristic of the T.easurer.ents is t-hat for
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al-:.ost all vaues of neutron energy here there are not, in

the usual sense, any beaus of ..-onoenergetic neutrons, v/hich

rre widely used for r:.eas\iremsnt3 of nuclear data, primarily

for the study of the angular ar.i energy distributions of

secondary neutron radiation.

This paper is devoted to a discussion of the peculi-

arities of measuring nuclear constants mainly in the neutron

energy region of 7-14 HeV.

2. Sources of tr.onoenergetic neutrons.*

For monoenergetic neutron sources in different parts

of the energy range 7—1 If -eV the reactions T(p,nKHe (Q = -0.70*+

MeV), D(d,n)3He (0 = 3.27 MeV), ?nd TCd.iO^He (q = 17.59 MeV)

occurring between hydrogen isoto;as are usually used. Figures

1-3 show the differential cross sections of the formation of

neutrons using hydrogen isoto-es at 0 in the laboratory system

of coordinates as a function of the energy of protons and

deuterons.-^ Detailed information on these reactions, including

tabular data on the energy of the emitted neutrons as a function

of the energy of the incident rarticles and the angle of er/dssion.

cf the neutron, is given in Hefs. 6 and 7« The ^He and "̂He

nuclei do not have low-lying levels of excitation; therefore,

*The reactions considered below are arbitrarily called

-.lonoenergetic sources.
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the emitted neutrons aro strictly aonoenergetic. However,

beginning at certain energies of the charged particles,

neutrons of lower energies appear in the beam of nonoenergetic

neutrons, as a result of processes of break-up at first into

three (and then into r.ore) particles by the reactions T(p,pn)D,

D(d. ori)D, and T(d,rn)x. The neutrons of the break-up are

primarily in the direction of motion of the accelerated

•^articles. In olar.ning the experiments, as well as in the

treatment of the data obtained, information is needed on the

cross sections of the break-up processes and on the angular

distributions and energy spectra of the emitted neutrons.

2.1 1-ieutrons fron reactions of protons v/ith tritium.

The differential cross sections of the T(p,n)^Ho reaction

are known at present in the proton energy region fro:: the

threshold value (3.. = 1.019 ::eV) to approximately 13.5 MeV

with an accuracy of about \~?/:. The effective cross section

at 0° has bee- measured v/ith an error of 5~7^.5>9 A t a ? r o t o n

energy of 8.36 i-'eV, the threshold of the break-up reaction

for tritium T( :,pn)D (Q = -6.2G .:eV) is reached, and a group

of neutrons with a continuous energy distribution appears.

Vith a proton energy above 11 .3A- -.eV, neutrons from the re-

action T(p,p 2n)H can be present in the bean. Until recently,

published data on the value of the cross section of the process

of the break-up of tritium into hydrogen were lacking.
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References 10 and 11 give only an estimate of the upper limit

of the cross section at proton energies of 11-12 MeV.

To study the characteristics of a neutron beam arising

in the interaction of protons with tritium over the whole

region of interest for thermonuclear reactors, pertinent

v/ork v/es carried out at the cyclotron at the I. V. Kurchatov

Institute of Atomic Energy in 1972. The differential cross

sections at 0° were determined for the reaction T(p,n)-^He

in the range of proton energies of 6-15-3 MeV, and the

cross sections of the process of the formation of break-up

neutrons and the energy spectra of these neutrons were de-

termined also at an angle of 0° for proton energies of

11.2 MeV, 1 if.2 :-:eV, and 15.3 ••-'sV. T h e c r o s s

section was measured by the t i r a e - o f - f l i g h t

method; the threshold of recording of neutrons was 1 .5 XeV.

The absolute values of the cross section of the T(p,n)^Ke

reaction were determined by normalization over the data of

Kef. 9. Figure 1 shows the results of measurements for

T(p,r.)^He and for the break-up process for tritium. The

data of the Institute of /.tornic Energy (IA3) with the ex-

perimental errors (6% for T(p,n) .ie) are shown by circles,

the date of l:ef. 10 by crosses, and the data of F;ef. 5 by

the line. The urvper limit of the cross section of tritium

br-33v-up at a proton energy of 11.2 MeV is estimated as
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^.5 ab/sr; at proton energies of 1if.2 1-IeV and 15-3 -'eV the

cross sections are 10.1 i 1.6 -b/sr and 10.0 1 1 .i* nfo/sr,

respectively. The energy spectra of the neutrons of the

break-up of tritium into hydrogen at 0° (for neutrons with

an energy above ?. "'eV) are shown in Fig. \\, The spread of

the experimental values of the cross sections in all

regions of averaging 0.5 -'eV in width, with the exception

of the high-energy boundary region, did not exceed 2.0%.

Cn the basis of the data obtained it is possible to say

that for proton energies above approximately 11 i'eV no

additional difficulties arose in the use of a monoenergetic

bean of neutrons fror. the T( ;:-,n)"'He reaction due to the

additional presence in the bea;n of neutrons of the break-up

of tritiu.::, the fraction of which is about 20%.

A variant of this situation is the use of the sa-.ie

reaction, H(t,n)^He, but with acceleration not of the protons,

but of the tritium nuclei. Although the acceleration of

tritium nuclei is associated with known technological dif-

ficulties, the use of the indicated reaction as a source

of neutrons has its advantages: the neutron yield at 0° in-

creases significantly and the threshold of the II(t,np)D re-

action is hero reached at a triton energy of 3., = 2T-.O3

:-.:eV; therefore the neutrons fro:i the K(t,n)^Iie reaction

"re freo fro'i the oresence of break-up groups up to a neutron
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energy of 17.5 HeV. The threshold value of the energy of

the tritiu;. nuclei in the H(t,n) :Ie reaction is Sfchr = 3.05

;:eV: neutrons at 0° have en energy of 0.575 MeV. Above the

threshold the neutrons are contained in c cone with a value

of the half angle at the ape:: determined fro.a the relation
4- -X

sin 0 = (S». - 2., ) S*. • «"ith increasing 3fc, © converges

to the lir.it, 90°. Due to the "lovenent of the center of

r.ass, at each angle in the laboratory system of coordinates

neutrons of tv/o different energies are emitted. Figure 5

shows the cross section of for-.ation of neutrons in the

direction 0° end the energies of the corresponding neutron

groups. The neutrons of the low-energy group have a very

3-ov; energy and intensity; therefore their presence in the

beam can be unimportant for a number of experiments. The

yield of high-energy neutrons at 0° is far greater than the

yield in the reactions T(p,n)-̂ -{e and D(d,n)^He. Thus, for

exauple. for Efc = 15 -eV the energy cf the neutrons of the

high-energy group is 10 KeV and the neutron yield is L.50

•/.fo/sr, vmile the energy of neutrons of the low-energy group

is about O.CJ I:eV. The reactions TCpjnJ^He and D(d,n)^He

for neutrons with an energy of 10 ;:eV have yields of 28

"b/sr and 83 ob/sr, respectively.
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2.2 ITeutrons fro;:: the interaction of deuterons.

The reaction D(d,n) He is widely used as a source of

:?.oncsnergetic neutrons with an energy up to about 7.5 MeV.

The characteristics of the reaction have been studied in

detail up to deuteron energies of 19 i-'eV. The differential

cross sections have beer -measured with an accuracy of about

1 2

2.5/j in the region of deuteron energies of 2-6 MeV and with

an error of k-5% for higher energies. -y> ^ V.'ith a deutercn

energy of if.if5 -'-IsV, the threshold of the reaction of break-up

of a deuteron, D(d,np)D (Q - -2.23 XeV), is reached and a

group of neutrons with a continuous energy distribution ap-

pears in the bean. The energy dependence of- the cross section

of the reaction D(d,np)3 at 0° is shown in Fig. 2. The yield

of breek-up neutrons increases rapidly v.'ith increase in the

deuteron energy, and at an energy of about 9«5 --"'eV becomes

greater than the yield of the r.;onoenergetic group. The

energy spectra and the angular distributions of neutrons

fro:: the reaction D(d,np)D hevo been studied by the

time-of-flight method for deuteron energies of 7.5-11 MeV.1^

Figure 5 shows the neutron spectra for the break-up of

--.euteronG at 0 in the laboratory syste:: of coordinates.

The error in the determination of the cross section is about

.'0%. With increase in tho angle of emission, the neutron

~/3ctra b'Dcc-.'.ie softer. 7igure 7 shows the change in the
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s :ectral co/.i/osition of neutror.s as a function of the angle

of emission in the laboratory system of coordinates at a

c.autoron energy of about 10 MeV. The spectra have a smooth

bell shape, analogous to that seen in Fig. o, even at higher

deuteron energies of 12-19 MeV.1If

Attempts to separate the be a a of neutrons from the

D(d,n)^rl8 reaction fro:n the break-up neutrons have been

r.irde. In I:ef. 15 the possibility of recording the coin-

cidences of pulses fro;'.; neutrons with the pulses fror. the

-'He nuclei associated with the neutrons v;as investigated.

A number of serious difficulties arise in this procedure.

V.'ith deuteron energies greater than 3^27 .'eV the -'He nuclei

are emitted in the laboratory system of coordinates only ir.

the forward direction, while the direction of emission is

limited to a cone v:ith a value of the half angle at the apex

deterained by the relation sin" 8 = 1/3(1 + 6.5V3,.,), where
0.

T, is the energy of the deutercns in • -eV. At each angle

two groups of lie particles will be observed, having different

energies. The •'He nuclei having the slov/er energies correspond

to neutrons v/ith a higher energy also emitted in the forward

direction. In absolute values, the energies of thev^Ke

nuclei are appro;:i:je.tely 1-2 L'eV. Recording of the -̂ He

nuclei T.ust be conducted under conditions of an enor-v.ous

background from scattered deutercns. Using a schema for
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coincidences with a resolving tine of 3*5 nsec and a target

of deuteratei "polyethylene about 25 microns thich, Schuster

succeeded in obtaining narrow beans of ;noncenergetic neutrons

with an en3r~y of 2-12 MeV and an intensity of 2.2 • 10^ nAiC-msr,

Thus, at the present tir.e reassuring results have been ob-

tained in the investigation of possibilities of separating

out the aonoener.getic part of the beam, v/hich corresponds

to the reaction D(d,n)^?Ie: however, follov/ing this method

there is still much to be done in order to put the nethod

of associated particles into practice.

2.3. The TCdjrJ^iie reaction.

The basic thermonuclear reaction T(d,n) He is also

widely used as a source of monoenergetic neutrons with an

energy of about 1k :'eV and above. The resonance in the curve

of the cross section (£>...,_., = 5 barns) at a deuteron energy

of about 110 ]-eV determines the importance of this reaction

as a. neutron source vnainly in operation with low-voltage

accelerators. It is relatively simple to carry out the re-

cording of the c<-particles, with an energy of about 3*5 MeV,

associated vrith the neutrons. This method Is v/idoly used

here both f:r T-onitoring and for an absolute determination

of tho neutron flu::. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the

cross section at 0° of the reactions T(d,n) 'Me c.vA T(d,no)T.

However, the ~rocess of breaV.-up of the doutoron on the
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tritium nucleus becomes notices."bis for those neutron energies

(", = 20 IeV) v;hich are outsid3 the limits of the basic in-

terests of this pa-Her. Let us note that to obtain aonoenergetic

neutrons vrith an energy in the range of 12-1 if -'eV it is

possible to use neutrons e^ittei in the backward direction

fro:: the reaction T(d,n) '"Ke at deuteron energies of several

"eV. However, the use of neutron bears going in the backward

direction is very inconvenient in application and, in addition,

the cross section of the reaction in this region of deuteron

energies is s^all. Use of the I(d,n) Me reaction does not

encounter special difficulties for the main -iass of ^easure-

r.ents of nuclear constants for thermonuclear reactors at

ooints v/ith an energy of about 1 k -'eV. However, for e::arr/:le,

in carrying out the v/hole e:rt>eri::ent in study of (n,2n) reactions

when the energy and angular characteristics of both neutrons are

determined experimentally, the r.eutron yield frovc the usual

rpparetus is insufficient and even in the case of large cross

sections of the (n,2n) reaction the ti.:e of exposure at one

17

angular location occupies sever?1 days. ' m this respect

the investigations of Hsf. 18, conducted with the goal of

building pov/erful neutron sources for use in the study of

radiation injuries and cancer therapy, are very interesting.
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2.4. The interaction of lithiim with hydrogen.

The reaction 7li (:;, n)
 73e (Q = -1.64 MeV) is one of

the -.ost studied and widely used neutron sources for proton

energies cf 1 .9-2.ii- MeV. A feature of the reaction is the
7

/resence of a low-lying excitation level in the 3e nucleus

(U* = 0.43 -"eV); therefore for :roton energies above 2.4 -vieV

an additional line, corresponding to this excited state of
7

the 3e nucleus, appears in the neutron "bean. Measurements

show ' ̂  that for rroton energies below 6 MeV the intensity

of the neutrons of the second group is not greater than 1 5w

of the intensity of the _ain group. '.Vith increase in the

proton energy the cross sect!or. of the reaction with the

formation of the grcunv state of the '3e nucleus rapidly

decreases, end therefore the intensity of the neutron groups
2^ 21

bocomes comparable. "' In addition, at proton energies

above 7 'eV the second e::cited state of '3e (Q = -S.29 MeV)

also '"!a!;es a definite contribution. For example, for a

proton energy of 14 --s7, the neutron yield of this group at

0° in the center-of-v.-.acs system is smaller by a factor of

only ap ro'-iTately 2.5 than the total neutron yield from

tho ground and first 3::cit3d states of beryllium."' All this

V'.-.Lts the a .-?licability of this reaction to the region of

neutron ejiOr.gLes lying outside the range under consideration.
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A calculation analogous to the calculation of the

characteristics of the H(t,n)̂ II-3 reaction was carried out

1 7 7

by the authors of this pa or for the H('Li,n) Be reaction.

The region of neutron energies from 7 KeV to 1 if MeV requires

acceleration of the lithium ions in a range of energies of

a :ro::.". -ately 23-^0 ..eV. The neutrons foraad in the reaction-

are included in a cone with a half angle at the apex determined

jv the relation sin*1 © = 1 - 13.2/3.,. , where 3-. is the

energy of the Li ions in 1'eV. Figure 8 gives the effective

cress sections of the reactions 1H(^Li,n)^3e and *H(^Li,n)73e*

(O.if3 ::eV) for 0°, calculated fro;, the data of Sef. 19. In

the 3;::i-3 figure are shown the neutron energies corresponding

to the l-i nucleus in the grouni and first errcited states

for a neutron emission angle of 0". The neutron energies

for the indicated grcu.;s differ approximately by 1 i'.eV; in

the region of neutron energies of 12 ~-eV the intensities

of the indicated groups are in a rc-tio of a -pro::ir̂ ately 5* 1 •

Such a non-::cnoenergetic condition of the neutron bea::a can

be co-;v-leteiy acce table for certain rrobleus of determining

the nuclear constants in a region of neutron energies greater

than 10 ieV. VA concentration of the neutron flu:: v.'ithin

the liv.itG of a relr?tively narrow cone of angles and a weak

ae'.̂ endence of the neutron energy on the energy of the lithium

ions, vor :itting v:oi°: v.'ith relrtivoly thic!: targetsK can ensure

rerltively ov/erful fli?.:;s3 of fast neutrons .with an intensity
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Q

of about L ' 10" n/sr with a current of single-charged lithium

ions of 1 uA. The second e::cited state of 3e is reached

here for a lithiur. ion energy of about ^>0 MeV, v/hich lies

outside the linits of the range considered. In the neutron

bea.: there will also be neutrons emitted in the center-of-^ass

system in the backward direction. The energy of these neutrons,

as is seen froa Fig. 8, does not exceed several hundred keV,

and their cross sections of formation are small. For an
1 7 ^

energy of lithium ions greater than 25.8 MeV the H( Li,n,e>0 He

reaction is energetically possible: the neutrons froc* this

reaction v/ili have a continuous energy spectrum.

2.5. Reactions with helium, ions.

Tho roactions 12C(3He,n)lk0, 16C(3He,n)]SKs,

ld"C( ;Ie.n) y 0 , and -7C('rHe,n) "0 give -nonoenergetic neutrons

in limited energy ranges, v/hich are outside the region of

interest. 3elov/ are cited the -v.axî ua values of the energy

of ^onoenergetic neutrons at C at energies of the helium

ions equal to the threshold of the reaction at the first ex-

cited state of the final nucleus: ^C^HejiO^O — S.k KeV,

l6C(3H9,n)iS:;e — 2.if :eV, 1 2C(if:ie,n)1 50 — 7-5 MeV,

]^C(^Ze,r.)]SC — 7 XeV.
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3. jources of continuous-spectrum neutrons.

2>$s.::.s of fast neutrons of a continuous spectrum, in

the •'.lajori.ty of cases are created by acceleration of deuterons

bcubarding thick targets of different elements. Recently

linear electron accelerators^ vn.th targets of special con-

structions of a collection of ieterr/iined elements have begun

to be used for these goals. However, the yield of neutrons

with energies in the range of 7—1 ̂  '-eV fro?, photoneutron

reactions is significantly less than the yield from the (d,n)

reaction. The neutrons arisiing in the (d,n) reactions are

caused ::ainly by two processes: evaporation fro.".] a strongly

errcitod nucleus and ores---up of a deuteron in the field

of the nuclear and coulcvnbic forces of the nucleus of the

target. The neutron energy c:ectru-?. in the first case is

evaporative, and the angular distribution is symmetric with

respect to ^0 and close to is~tro;:ic. The break-up neutrons

are characterized by a wide bell-shaped energy s oectrua v;ith

v:".a::i'i:u";] intensity at neutron energies approximately equal

to half the deuteron energy. Che break-up neutrons are

directed principally along the motion of the douteron. The

energy and angular distributions of these neutrons are satis-

frctorily described by the oppressions:.O

A /3. Here '3 and ;.], are
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the energies of the neutron and deuteron, respectively; 3 is

the binding energy of the deuteron (2.23 :'-'eY); and © is the

angle of neutron emission.

The spectra fron targets of different elements are

close in shape ar.d change snocthly with change in the deuteron

energy. A general feature of the spectra is also a decrease

:.r. the neutron energy with increase in thr: charge of the

nucleus-target.^ The total neutron yield froz thick targets

increases rapidly with increase in the deuteron energy and

decreases v/ith increase in the charge of the nucleus-target.

Thick targets of deuterium, tritium, and beryllium give the

greatest yield. Figure 9 shows the effective cross sections

2 3
of the d- H, d-H, and d-3e processes, for emission of neutrons

at 0" in c range of deuteron energies u ? to 20 I-.'eV. ~

Although the cross sections of the d-3e processes eicceed the

corresponding cross sections on heavy hydrogen isotopes,

the calculated neutron yields fro- thick gaseuos deuteriun

end tr:.tiuv.i targets for deuteron energies of 10-16 MeV are

larger than the yields fro-.: beryllium.^ The fast neutron

spectra in d-~H processes have a property very attractive

for neutron v.-.easurenents: a sharp break in the distribution

on the side of high energies. Figure 10 shows the calculated

neutron spoctra from a. thick gaseous deuterium target for

>ns with energies of 8, 10, 11.75» ar'd 16 MeV.1"^
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;h a shape of the spectrum loads to a decrease in the

background for measurements ir. a limited energy range, due

to the absence of undesired neutrons with high energies, and

facilitates the construction of shielding and colligation

of the neutron beam. However, due to the high value of the

range of a deuteron in deuterium (200 /rig/cim at ] , = 12 MeV,

which corres- onds to a range of about 11 :.2 under normal con-

ditions), tho practical use of thick gaseous or liquid tar-

gets is associated v/ith great technological difficulties.

The use of a thick beryllium target has great pos-

sibilities. Figure 11 shov/s the change in the neutron flu::

at 0° in the deuteron energy range from 8 to 30 MeV fro-;i the

data of a number of authors. ~' '>io Values of the neutron

yield from a deuterium targetc - are given in the same figure

for comparison. As is seen fr:.i this drawing, the neutron

y:.eld fro:: a beryllium target rt a deuteron energy of about

?.O MeV is greater than 10 n V > s r . A detailed comparison

of high-energy neutrons iron thick berylliua targets for

deuteron energies of 15, 20, £L, 40, and 53.3 MeV shows

that the energy spectra have a geometric similarity and

can be characterized by the legation of the maximum of the

2.1
:".-it̂ r.sit;? and the half vrLdth of the distribution, A i

Cn the basis of sue]: a similarity the authors propose e.

iT.ctical method of constructing the energy distributions
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of neutrons for deuteron energies of 15-50 MeV. Figure 12

shows the thus calculated spectru:.: for a deuteron energy of

ZZ.k MeV. The neutron energy distribution, in the first

r.ppro::ir.atlcn, regains unchanged for all angles of emission.

However, for large angles the spectra are sonewhat depleted

in high-energy neutrons.

I-r-ortant possibilities for measuring nuclear constants

in continuous spectra have beer, demonstrated in the use of

isochronous cyclotrons, in which together vri.th a short

duration of the current pulse on the target, a relatively

high average current has bean successfully maintained. The

neutron source is a target inside the cyclotron chamber, on

which aftsr 1-2 nsec the deuterons, accelerated over several

tons of orbits, are incident by deflection. Figure 13 shows

the neutron spectrum obtained in a thick uranium target

irradiated by deuterLu:. ions with energies in the range of

if0-50 r.eV. The neutron flux at 0° was 5 • 1011 n/yUOsr.

It should be noted that to obtain intense neutron

flures in the energy region of 7-15 >;eV, the deuteron energy

Ccitiot exceed 30-35 -'eV. At the I. V. "...urchatov Institute

of Atov.ic .Jnergy e sir.ilc?r system v/as developed,""' which

ca:i be used for a two-O isochronous cyclotron with a :.--axî u:a

deutoron energy of 30 '.i3V. A r:ulse repetition frequency cf

110 !:ITs has been obtained, and estimates show that for a
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pulse duration of 1 .5 "sec the neutron flu.-: fro*?, a beryllium

tercet at 0° will be about 3 • 10 ~ n/sr»sec.

The advantages of using continuous s;ectra —- a "v/hite"

beam — ere seen -.r.ore clearly in a systematic study of the

energy dependences of the cross sections over a wide range of

neutron energies. The use of ronoenergetic neutron sources

in such measurements requires very large expenditures of tin:e.

The energy resolution attained in a "v/hite" beam fro:.! an

isochronous cyclotron over a. wide range of neutron energies

(0.5-30 :eV) is record-brGrl-ir.- and is ^1.7 keV for 0.8 MeV

and i:110 I:eV for 13 ~:'.sl,J 'This permits a number of cross

sections to be determined in or.e experiment during 5 relatively

31

short ti.:e, such as the total cross section, the cross section

_ .. _ .. . -rays,'' the fission cross sections, ^ and

others. The cross sections of formation of V-rays by in-

elastic scattering of neutrons with a low resolution, but

sufficient for "practical a ;licrtions, are also measured in

i:white" beacs fros linear electron accelerators.^'-^^ The

sawe is also true for studies of total cross sections in the

region of neutron energies u : tz a-o";--ro::i"r.ately A-Q v;eV.

Van de Grasf accelerators are also used for raeasurer-ents

of the total cross sections, in a ?ors limited range, for

e~:e ~ -le, in ilofs. 3S s^d 37- The energy resolution hsre

bows to that obtained in a cyclotron, and the neutron
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intensity in co-parable energy regions is, according to the

estimate of the authors of P.ef. 37, approximately O.I the

intensity of a Mv;hitG;! bea .i from an isochronous cyclotron.

A "white" neutron bea- in conjunction with tine-of-flight

technology is used in -.-any laboratories of the world to study

the total cross sections for fast neutrons. However, as

v/as ?ointe:l out in F.ef. 3o, with the characteristic statistical

errors of the results of approximately 1;i, the divergence

of the date of different authors is about ]O%. The systematic

errors, apparently, are related to difficulties in accurate

determination of the background and to inaccuracies caused

by the high counting rates. In a comparison of the results

obtained using ::ionoonergetic sources and i:n "white" beards,

divergences of (0.1-If-) in the energy scale are also observed.

Investigation of the secondary neutron s:ectru~: arising

fro": the processes of elastic and inelastic scattering of

neutrons and reactions of the type (n,2n) and such are being

conducted at the present tir.:e using T.onoenergetic neutron

sources. Definite information on the process of inelastic

neutron scattering car. also be obtained using a "vrhite" bean,

by studying the K-radia.tion acco:r.panyir.g this '.rocess. How-

ever, the infor.-ation is incomplete, since the V~radiation

is the -roauct of a secondary reaction and its characteristics

car. utterly not reflect the character of the >:-ain reaction.
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In ?ddition, inelastic scattering of neutrons is not always

accompanied by ^-radiation; lithium isotopes are an example

of this.

The use of a "white" be = :.; for measurements of differential

cross sections of elastic and inelastic scattering of neutrons

in the energy range of 0.2-16 y.o'J is discussed in Kef. 39.

Use of tivse-of-flight technology in conjunction with an

amplitude analysis of radiation from scattered neutrons

"permitted the authors to measure the transverse cross sections

and angular distributions of neutrons scattered from the

ground and first excited states of -' Fe in the energy range

of 2..70-6.62 .'eV v/ith an energy resolution of 'about 5;'. «

high ar.'litude resolution and e. need to conduct a conr:1e:<:

analysis of tho spectra are inherent requirements of the

method.

if. Conclusion.

The development of thermonuclear studies creates a

need to carry out a sufficiently large program of neutron

studies ever a wider energy ran~e than is required for

fission reactors. A characteristic feature of the rr.sasure-

::onts hero is the almost total absence of xonoenergetic

neutron sourcos. The interaction of protons with tritiur.;

is the least !lconta .linatad" source of T.onoenorgetic neutrons,
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es ecially in the acceleration of tritons. However, ac-

celeration of tritium: nuclei makes use of this source

difficult. In certain cases, other neutron sources can be

used, the choice of which defends en the problem posed.

An important part of measurements of nuclear data

of interest for fusion reactors is presently conducted v;ith

continuous s oectru™ neutron sources. The optical source

in the energy region considered is the process of break-up

of a deuteron at energies uo to 30-35 --:eV,,

Systematic "measurements with a "white" beam in

conjunction with leasure-ients at separate points with :nono-

energetic neutrons -r.akes it possible to obtain nuclear data

in the needed energy range. The existing difficulties in

the measure :ents require a careful choice of the nuclear

constants to be determined, a physics basis for the errors

of the parameters studied, permissible energy resolutions,

etc., analogous to the nuclear data requirements for fast

reactors.
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2 (MeV) fror: the reaction T(p,n)5He

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 H 12 13 #

Z 5 A 5 6 7 $ 9 iO ii
tpC-ieV)

Fig. 1 - Cross sections of formation of neutrons at 0°

in the interaction of protons with tritium.

Solid line — cross section of the T(p,n)^Ke reaction
from Esf. 3 (Ho:kins)

o — cross section of the T(?,n)^Ke reaction
(IA3 data)

x — uppsr lir.it of the cross section of
break-uo of tritium from Ref. TO (HolbrovO

0 — cross section of the break-un of tritium
(IA3 data)
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E (MeV) from the react ion D(d,n)*He
^ 7 8 9 iO /< <l 15 14 <5 /6

_ . 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 U M \l i4 /5

Ed(MeV)

Fig. 2. Cross sections of formation of neutrons at 0°

in the interaction of deuterons with deuterium.

E (MeV) from the react ion T(d,n) He
5f6 n /8 /3 20 21 22 21 2U
—r—i—r—i—r-T 1 » r—

9R 21 2* 29 30 31 31

T(cL}n?Ha

[ threshold) T(d,np)T

I » «• i ! L
i 6 i i A A

Ed(M8V)

r--: ?• x Cross sections of formation of neutrons at 0'

• j_ CJ ;I J j , Â.•̂ •f ^euterons v;ith tr i t ium. ̂
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= 15.3 M

S = 12f.2 KeV

= 11.2 VeV

&

0 2 4 6 8 «? /Z /4

?ig. 4. Energy spectra of neutrons fror. the brsal:-up of tritium

in the interaction of tritium with protons with energies of 11.2,

1 it.2j and 15.3 -"eV. Arrows ()] end (2) denote the calculated

-•.,„-, c^ neutrons free, the breal-:-u" of tritiur. and 3 of neutrons

fro:.: the ?(r^rJ^He reaction, respectively. The presence of

neutrons to the right of arrow (2)*is caused by errors in the

calculation of the background.

*Trsn.~lator' s r.cto: srrr.v (1).
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Fig. 5. energy of groups of neutrons fro^. the reaction

>I(t,n)^Ke at 0° (dotted line). Cross section of formation

of the high-energy group of neutrons from the reaction

Ii(t,r\)\s at 0° (solid line).
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G W - 10.9/f MeV

2nlab (MeV)3 4 S tf* 7

Tig. 6. ,'eutrcn spectra at 0° from the reaction D(d,np)D.

n lab (MeV>3

:.g. 7. Neutron spectra at various angles fron ths reaction

(d,np)D. For 9^30°, 3d = 9-?4 :-ieV. For 9>30°,

_ o- ̂
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Fig. 8. Energy of neutron groups frox the reactions H( Li,n) 3 e

and ^ at 0° (dotted lines). Cross section of the

reactions 1H(7Li,n)73e and 1H(7Li,n)73e* at 0° (solid lines).
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Fig. 9. Cross sections of process of formation of neutrons

at 0° from the reactions d + -"H, d + H, and d + Be.18

Fig. 10. Calculated neutron sroctra at 0° for incidence of

•ronoenergetic deuterons with er.srgies of 8, 10, 11.75,

13 :.eV on a thicl: deuterium target.
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0

Fig. 11. Neutron yield fro.r. thick 3e and D targets at 0

as a function of the deutaron energy.

Solid line -- Kef. 13

o — Kef. 25

A — F;3f. 26, 3e target

a — I>9f. 25, D target
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Fig. 12.. Calculated neutron spectrum fro- .thick 3e target

for a deuteron energy of 2-3.h iieV.

Ik
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n
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F i g . 13- Neutron spectrum frorr. a t h i ck uraniur. t a r g e t

bombarded with deu te rons with an energy of ZfO-50 MsV.~


